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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we extend the notion of an essential map introduced by Granas [1] to a larger class 
of maps. We will show, by elementary means, that if the zero map is essential and 0 ~ F then F 
is essential. The ideas and technique presented in this paper, are different from those presented 
in [1]. Our goal was to provide the minimum number of assumptions in order to guarantee that if 
0 ~ F with 0 essential then F is essential. In particular, our theory enables us to discuss a much 
larger class of maps than before. A discussion of inessential maps is also included in this paper. 
In addition, we present generalizations of Krasnoselskii's compression and expansion theorem in 
a cone [2-4]. Again the analysis is elementary and does not rely on degree or index theory. 
2. ESSENTIAL  AND INESSENTIAL  MAPS 
Throughout his section, we will assume E is a Banach space, C is a convex subset of E, and U 
is an open subset of C. 
DEFINITION 2.1. AC(-U, C) denotes the set of aU closed (i.e., has closed graph) maps F : -U --, 2 c 
which satisfy property (A) (which we will specify later); here U denotes the closure of U in C 
and 2 c denotes the family of nonempty subsets of C. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We let ACou('U,C) denote the set of all maps F E AC(-U,C) with x ~ F(x) 
for x E OU ; here OU denotes the boundary of U in C. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A map F E ACou(U,C) is essential in ACou(U,C) if for every map G E 
ACou(ff, C) with G[ou = F[ou we have that there exists x • U with x • G(x). Otherwise 
F is inessential in ACou(U, C) i.e., there exists a map G • ACou(U, C) with GIo v = F]ov and 
z ¢ G(z)  for z • U. 
Our first theorem is useful in establishing the existence of at least one fixed point for an 
operator. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset orE, U an open subset of C and 
0 • U. Suppose F • AC(U, C) and assume the following hold: 
the zero map is essential in ACou (-U, C) (2.1) 
x ~ A F(x) for x • OU and A • (0, 1] (2.2) 
and 
for any continuous # : U -+ [0, 1] with #(OU) = O, and for any map 
G 6 ACou (-U, C), the map R , :  f f  --* 2 c, defined by R~(x) = #(x) G(x), (2.3) 
satisfies property (.4). 
Then F is essential in ACou(U, C). 
PROOF. Let G E ACou(U,C) with GIou = F[ou. We must show G has a fixed point in U. 
Consider 
B = {x EU:x  e tG(x)  for some t e [0,1]}. 
Now B ¢ 0 since 0 E U. In addition, B is closed since H : U × [0, 1] --* 2 c,  given by H(x, t) = 
t G(x), is a closed map. Also (2.2) with GIou = F]ou implies B M OU = 0. Thus, there exists a 
continuous # : U --~ [0, 1] with #(OU) = 0 and #(B) -- 1. Define a map R ,  : U --* 2 C by 
R,(x)  = , (x )  
Notice R ,  E AC(U, C). Also for x E OU we have R,(x) = {0} so x q~ R,(x) for x E OU. Thus, 
R,  e ACou(U, C) with R,[ou = {0}. Since the zero map is essential in ACou(-U, C) there exists 
x E U with x E R,(x) (i.e., x E #(x) G(x)). Thus, x E B and so #(x) = 1. Consequently, x E U 
with x E G(x) and so F is essential in ACou('U, C). I 
We now provide some examples of AC maps (in the examples we assume 0 E U). 
EXAMPLES. 
(i) Let AC(U, E) denote the set of single valued, continuous maps F : U -* E which satisfy 
M6nch's condition [5] (i.e., if D C U is countable and D C ~6({0} U F(D)) then D is 
compact). That is C = E and property (A) means the map is single valued, continuous 
and satisfies Mhnch's condition. Then [6] guarantees that (2.1) and (2.3) hold. 
(ii) Let D be a closed, convex subset of E, U0 a bounded open subset of E, U = U0 M D 
and 0 E U and let AC(U, E) denote the set of upper semicontinuous, condensing, weakly 
inward w.r.t. D (i.e., F(x) n ID(x) ¢ 0 on U) maps F : U --~ CK(E); here CK(E) 
denotes the family of nonempty, convex, compact subsets of E and Io (x) = {x + A (y - x) : 
A > 0, y E D} for x E D. That is C = E and property (A) means the map is upper 
semicontinuous, condensing, weakly inward w.r.t. D, and has compact, convex values. 
Then [7] (see also, [8]) guarantees that (2.1) and (2.3) hold. 
(iii) Let AC(-U, E) denote the set of closed, approximable, condensing, bounded (i.e., F(U) 
is bounded) maps F : U --~ 2 E. That is C = E and property (A) means the map is 
approximable, condensing and bounded. Then [9] (see also, [10,11]) guarantees that (2.1) 
and (2.3) hold. 
Next we establish some "inessential" map type results. These will be needed in Section 3 
to establish generalizations of two classical results known as Krasnoselskii's compression and 
expansion of a cone theorem [2-4]. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset o rE  with a u + ~ v e C for all 
a >_ O, ~ >_ O, and u, v E C, and U an open subset of C. Suppose F E AC(U, C) with 
there exists v E C with x ~ F(x) + 6 v for all 6 >_ 0 and x e OU (2.4) 
holding. In addition, assume the following hold: 
there exists 6o > 0 with x ~ F(x) + 6o v - J(x) for x E U 
J satisfies property (A) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
and 
for any continuous # : f f  -* [0, 1] with #(OU) = 1, the map N~ : f f  -~ 2 C, (2.7) 
defined by N~(x) = F(x) + (1 - #(x) 6o v, satisfies property (A). 
Then F is inessential in ACou(U, C). 
PROOF. Now (2.5) implies J : U -~ 2 ° is inessential in ACou(-ff, C). To show F is inessential in 
ACou(-U, C) we must show that  there exists a fixed point free 0 E ACau(U, C) with 0[ou = F[ou. 
Consider 
B = {x E-U:x  E F(x) + (1 - t)5oV for some t E [0,1]}. 
I f  B = 0 then in particular,  F has no fixed points in U and thus F is inessential in ACou(U, C). 
I t  remains to consider the case when B ~ ~. Notice B is closed since H : U x [0, 1] -~ 2 c,  given 
by H(x, t) = F(x) + (1 - t) 50 v, is a closed map. Also (2.4) implies B (70U = 0. Thus, there 
exists a continuous # : U --~ [0, 1] with #(OU) = 1 and #(B)  = 0. Define a map N~ : U ~ 2 c by 
N~(x) = F(x) + (1 - #(x)) 60 v. 
Notice N t, • AC(U,C). Also if x • OU then #(x) = 1 so N~Iou = F[au. Consequently, 
N,  • ACou(U,C) with N#[au = F[ou. We claim N# is fixed point free on U. If  this is 
true then F is inessential in ACou(U, C). To show the claim notice if there exists x E U with 
x • N~(x) = F(x) + (1 - #(x)) 60 v then x E B and so #(x) = 0 i.e., x E F(x) + 50 v, and this 
contradicts (2.5). | 
In fact it is easy to generalize the result in Theorem 2.2, as our next result shows. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset of E with a u + 13 v E C for all 
a >_ O, 13 >_ O, and u, v E C, and U an open subset of C. Suppose F • AC(U, C) satisfies (2.4). 
In addition, assume the following hold: 
there exists 6o > 0 with J, defined by J(x) = F(x) + 50 v, inessential in 
ACau (-U, C) (in particular J satisfies property (A)) (2.s) 
and 
for any continuous # : U -* [0, 1] with #(OU) = 1, and for any map 
r • ACou (U,C) with (r -  60v)lou = t%u and z ¢ r(z) forx • U, the 
(2.9) 
maps  K ,  : U --~ 2 c and T~ : U --~ 2 c,  defined by K , (x)  = ~-(x) - 6ov 
and T,(x) = (r(x) - 60 v) + (1 - #(x) 60 v, satisfy property (A). 
Then F is inessential in ACou (U, C). 
PROOF. Now (2.8) implies that  there exists T • ACou(U,C) with r[ou = (F + 5ov)[au and 
x q~ r(x) for x • U. Let 7 : U - -~ 2c be given byT(x )  = r (x ) -6ov .  Not iceT[au  = FIou. 
Consider 
B = {x • U :  x • 'y (x )  + (1 - t) 60v for some t • [0,11}. 
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If B = 0, then in particular, 7 has no fixed points in U. Thus, since 71ou = F[ou we have that 
F is inessential in ACou(-U, C). It  remains to consider the case when B # 0. Notice B n OU = 0 
so there exists a continuous # : U --* [0, 1] with/z(OU) = 1 and #(B) = 0. Let 
TAx)  = + (I - 
Now T~ • AC('U, C) with Tt, lou = "/Iou = FIou. Also if x • T,(x) = 7(x) + (1 - #(x))60 v 
for some x • U then x • B so #z(x) = 0, i.e., x • 7(x) + 60 v = T(X), a contradiction. Thus, 
T~, • ACou(U, C) is a fixed-point free map with T~,lou = Flou. Consequently, F is inessential in 
ACou (-U, C). I 
Our final result in this section, will be needed in the proof of the last theorem in Section 3. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let E be a Banach space, C a convex subset orE  with au  +/3v • C for all 
a > O, t3 > O, and u, v • C, U an open subset of C and 0 • U. In addition, assume the following 
hold: 
F : U --+ 2 C is a closed map (2.10) 
there exists 60 > 0 and v • C \ {0} with 6o v • C \ U (2.11) 
x q~ A F(x) + 6o v for all A • (0, 1] and x • OU (2.12) 
the map ¢ : U ~ 2 C, given by ¢(x) =F(x )+60 v, satisfies property (A) (2.13) 
the map ¢ : U --+ 2 c,  given by ¢(x) = {60 v}, satisfies property (A) (2.14) 
and 
for any continuous # : U --+ [0, 1] with #(OU) = 1, the map L ,  : -U ~ 2 C, 
defined by Lg(x) = #(z) F(x) + 6o v, satisfies property (A). 
Then ¢ (= F + 6o v) is inessential in ACav(U, C). 
PROOF. Since 60v • C \ U we have ¢ • ACou(U,C). Consider 
(2.15) 
B = {x • U: x • tF(x)  + 6oV for some t • [0,1]}. 
If B = 0, then in particular ¢ has no fixed-points in U and thus, ¢ is inessential in ACou(U, C). 
It remains to consider the case when B # 0. Notice B is closed since H : U x [0, 1] -~ 2 c,  given 
by H(x, t) = t F(x) + 60 v, is a closed map. Also B N OU = 0 by (2.12). Thus, there exists a 
continuous # : U --+ [0, 1] with #(OU) = 1 and #(B) = 0. Let 
Lt,(x ) = #(x) F(x) + 5o v. 
Notice Lg E AC(-U,C) and Lgiou = ¢lou, so Lg E ACou(-U,C). We next show L ,  is fixed point 
free on U and as a result ¢ is inessential in ACou(U, C). If there exists x E U with x E Lt~(x ) 
then x • B and so #(x) = 0, i.e., x • {60 v}, a contradiction since x • U and 60 v • C \ U. I 
3. A GENERAL IZAT ION OF KRASNOSELSKI I 'S  
COMPRESSION AND EXPANSION OF A CONE THEOREM 
In this section, E = (E, ]l-I]) will be a Banach space and C will be a closed, convex subset 
o fEwi th~u+~vECfora l la>_0 ,  f~>0andu,  vEC.  Letp>0wi th  
Bp-{X:  xeCand i ix l l<p},  Sp={x:  xECand l lx i i=p} 
and of course B; = Bp U Sp. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let E and C be as above and let r, R be constants with 0 < r < R. Suppose 
F • AC(-ffRR, C) and assume the following conditions hold: 
x ¢ F(z) for z • SR u S~ (3.1) 
F 2 c in entio  in ACs, (N ,  C)(i.e., inessential in ACs  (N,  V)) (3.2) 
F : BR --* 2 c is essential in ACsR B~-R, C) (3.3) 
and 
t'or any 0 • AC (-g~, C) with OIs. =F ls .  and x ¢ O(x) for x • -g~, the 
F(x),  r < Ilxll < R satisfies (3.4) 
map • : BR ~ 2 c, defined by ¢(x) = 0(x), IIxll < r, 
property (A ). 
Then F has a fixed point in ~2 = {x : x • C and r < [lx[[ < R}. 
PROOF. Suppose F has no fixed points in f~. Now (3.2) implies that there exists 0 • AC(~,  C) 
with O[s~ = F[s~ and x ¢ O(x) for x • B~. Define • as in (3.4) with this 0. Prom (3.4) we have 
• AC(B--'-R, C) and ¢ has no fixed points in BR (since 0 has no fixed points in B---~ and F has 
no fixed points in f~). This contradicts (3.3). I 
Our next result is a generalization of Krasnoselskii's compression of a cone theorem [2-4]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E and C be as above and let r, R be constants with 0 < r < R. Suppose 
F • AC(-ffRR, C) and assume the following conditions hold: 
there exists v • C \ {0} with x ~ F(x) + ~ v t'or a//6 > 0 and x • Sr 
there exists 6o > 0 with x ¢ F(x) + 6o v =- J(x) for x • Br 
J satisfies property (A) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
for any continuous # 
2 c, defined by N.(x) 
: B'-~ --. [0, 1] with g(Sr) = 1, the map AT.: ~ --* 
= F(x) + (1 - #(x)) 6o v, satisfies property (A) 
(3.8) 
x ¢ )t F(x) for x • SR and A • (0, 1) 
the zero map is essential in ACsR B(-~, C) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
and 
for any continuous #: BR --* [0, 1] with #(SR) = O, and for any map G • 
ACsR (-ffRR, C), the map Rg : BR ~ 2 c, defined by R~,(x) = #(x) G(x), 
satisfies property (A ) 
for any 8 6 AC ~rr, C) with 8[s~ = F[s~ and x ¢ 8(x) for x 6 B--~, the 
map ¢ : B--R ---, 2 c, defined by ¢(x) = { F(x), r < [[x[[ <_ R satisfies 
o(z), Ilxl} < r, 
property (A). 
Then F has a fixed point in {x : x E C and r < Ilxll < R).  
PROOF. Suppose x ¢ F(x) for x • Sr U SR (otherwise we are finished). Then 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
x ~ F(x) +6v for 6 _> 0 and x E Sr (3.13) 
and 
x ~ A F(x) for x E SR and A E [0, 1]. 
Let 60 be as in (3.6). Now (3.6)-(3.8), (3.13), and Theorem 2.2 imply 
F : B--~ ~ 2 C is inessential in ACs~ (-~, C). 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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Also (3.10), (3.11), (3.14), and Theorem 2.1 imply 
F :  BR --* 2 C is essential in ACsn (~R, C) . (3.16) 
Finally (3.12), (3.15), (3.16), and Theorem 3.1 imply that F has a fixed point in {x : x e 
C and r < Ilxll < R}. ! 
REMARK 3.1. The usual results in the literature for compression ofcones, see for example [2], can 
easily be deduced from Theorem 3.2 (i.e., for the maps in the literature (3.6)-(3.8), (3.10)-(3.12) 
are immediately satisfied). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E and C be as above and let r, R be constants with 0 < r < R. Suppose 
F E AC(BR, C) and assume the following conditions hold: 
z ¢ F(z) for x ~ SR U & 
F :  B---~ --+ 2 C is essential in ACs,. (B--~, C) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
and 
F : Bn -+ 2 c is inessential in ACsR (B--Ra, C) .  
Let  n = {z :  ~ e C and ~ < Ilxll < a} ,  ¢~ = FI~ and p • (0, r) and ~sume 
for any 0 e AC (-B-RR, C) with Ols R = FIsR and x ¢ O(x) 
for x E BR, the map • : BR -+ 2 C, defined by 
• (x) = (r - p) I lz l l  ~ (R  - p) r - (R  - r) I lxl l  
(R  - p) ~ - (R  - r) I lx l l  (~ - P)Ilxll x , p < Ilxll < r, 
• (x) ,  r < Ilxtl < R,  
satisfies property (A ) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
holds. Then F has-at least two fixed points xo and xl with xo E Br and xl E fL  
PROOF. We know from (3.18) that F has a fixed point in Br. Suppose • : ~ ~ 2 C has 
no fixed points. Now F : BR --~ 2 C being inessential in Asn(-B-~R, C) means that there exists 
0 E AC(B---R,C) with O[sn =F[sn  and x ~ O(x) for x E B--R. Let q~ be as in (3.20) with this 0. 
Notice • is well defined since if p _< [[xll < r then 
< I (R  - p) r - (R  - r)  IIxll 
r 
Note • E AC(BR, C). In addition, 
~lsn = q~]sR = FIsR = OISR and ~I~=~I~=FI~ 
and • has no fixed point in BR (since 0 has no fixed points in BR and F has no fixed points 
in ~). 
Lets concentrate on • : B---~ --~ 2 c (i.e., ~[~-7)" Now 
~ls~ = ~ls, ,  = F Is~,  
so ~ E AC(B---~, C) with q~[s~ = F[s. and • has no fixed points in B--~. This of course contra- 
dicts (3.18). II 
Our next result is a generalization of Krasnoselskii's expansion of a cone theorem [2-4]. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let E and C be as above and let r, R be constants with 0 < r < R. Suppose 
F E AC(-B--nR, C) and assume the following conditions hold: 
thereex is tsvEC\  {O} w i thxCF(z )  4 -~vfora l l6>OandxESn (3.21) 
x ¢ A F(x) for x e S~ and A e (0, 1) (3.22) 
the zero map is essential in ACs~ C~, C) (3.23) 
and 
for any continuous # : Br -~ [0, 1] with #(Sr) = O, and for any map G 6 
ACs~ (B-~r, C), the map R .  : -~r -'* 2 c, defined by R . (x)  = #(x)G(x),  
satisfies property (A) 
(3.24) 
there exists 6o > 0 with ~o v E C \ BR (3.25) 
x ¢ A F(z)  + ~o v for a11 A E (0, 1] and x E SR (3.26) 
the map ¢:  BR ~ 2 c, given by ¢(x) = F(x) 4- ~o v, satisfies property (A) (3.27) 
the map ¢ :  BR ~ 2 c, given by ¢(z) -- {fi0 v}, satisfies property (A) (3.28) 
for any continuous # : BR --* [0, 1] with #(SR) = 1, the map L .  : ~R -~ 
2 c, defined by L . (x)  = #(x) F(x) + 6o v, satisfies property (A) 
(3.29) 
x~AF(x)  fo rxESr  andAE[0,1]  
x ~ F(x) + 6 v for 6 > 0 and x E SR. (3.32) 
Now (3.23), (3.24), (3.31), and Theorem 2.1 imply 
F :  B-~ --* 2 c is essential in ACs~ (Br, C) .  (3.33) 
Also (3.25)-(3.29) and Theorem 2.4 imply 
¢(-- F 4- 60 v) : BR ~ 2 c is inessential in ACsn (-B--nR, C) .  (3.34) 
Next (3.30), (3.34), and Theorem 2.3 imply 
F :  Bn --* 2 c is inessential in ACsn (~R, C) . (3.35) 
Finally (3.30), (3.33), (3.35), and Theorem 3.3 imply that F has a fixed point in f~. | 
(3.31) 
and 
for any continuous # : Bn ~ [0, 1] with #(SR) = 1, and for any map T E 
ACsn (-~R, C) with (T -- 60 V)ISR = FIs~ and x q~ T(X) for x E BR, the 
(3.30) 
maps K~ : B--'-R --* 2 c and T~ : ~R --~ 2 c, defined by K~(x) = T(x) - 6o v 
and T~ ( x ) = ( ~'( z ) - 6o v) 4- (1 - #( x ) ) 60 v, satisfy property (A ). 
Let ~ = {z :  x 6 C and r < IIxll < R}, • = FI- ~ and p E (0, r) and assume (3.20) is satisfied. 
Then F has a fixed point in {x : x E C and r < [Ixi[ _< R}. 
PROOF. Suppose x q~ F(x) for x E Sr U SR (otherwise we are finished). Then 
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